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Ready for the new
Dutch pension reform?
Learn what’s changing from 2023 and how to get
your pension IT systems ready.
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The new Dutch pension reform (Het nieuwe pensioenakkoord) is legislation designed to
instil greater confidence and control for pension participants.
As the industry shifts to more economically viable pension models, the technical
capabilities of pension IT systems and applications become increasingly important – both
in direct response to new laws and in the ability to adapt as new frameworks evolve.
This guide is designed to walk pension providers and administrators through the
essentials of this new Dutch legislation, what to do to prepare from a technology
standpoint and give key industry perspectives as this important topic takes shape.
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With modern unit administration
technology, the Dutch pension
reform can be the biggest
growth opportunity for pension
players. The key is in finding the
right technology partner and
Ohpen is here to help.
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UNDERSTANDING THE DUTCH PENSION LANDSCAPE

A story with many
twists and turns
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To understand how the new reform moves us forward we must first look back to where
we have come from and why it’s time to change.
Prior to the 1990’s, pensions were primarily Defined Benefit (DB) contracts. This involved
social partners like unions and employers taking responsibility of how funds were
invested and in return participants were guaranteed an income when they retired.
During this time, funding ratios (current value of investments/pension liabilities) were up
to 200% creating very healthy returns for participants and providers.
But all good things must come to an end and here’s some of the reasons why Dutch
pension returns have diminished to what they are today.
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Factors that impacted Dutch pensions
Pre 1990’s

pension contributions
uncollected pension premiums
impact of the stock market crash
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1.

Strong investment returns meant social partners did not seek
premiums from participants. When the market turned, pension
providers were left with slashed funding ratios.
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Average coverage ratio of Dutch pension funds as a %

Source: DNB (2021C), average coverage ratio based on market information (in percentage terms).
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2. The 2008 stock market crash eroded funding ratios further.
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Worker accumulates benefits
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€68.30 = €100/(1.1)
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Worker receives projected benefits

€56.45 = €100/(1.1)
+€51.33 = €100/(1.1)
---------------------€238.16

€100
€100
€100
€100

3. Defined Benefit pension products were designed like savings products.
Returns were calculated based on a given interest rate versus the
maturity date. The tumbling interest rate from 5% in 2006 to 0% today
has hurt older DB participants the most. The savings system doesn’t
work anymore and it’s time to replace it by investments.
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4. Increased life expectancies meant that the duration of pension
entitlement was longer for more participants further putting a
strain on pension funds.

Today
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Losing confidence
in the old pension system

Confidence in own bank, life insurer or pension fund
Source: DNB (2014)
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Fast forward to more recent times and in the last 10 years
pension returns have decreased from a high of 5% in 2008
to 0% today.
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Given that pensions aren’t meeting the minimum
(i.e. breakeven) return rate of 3% to cover current and future
pension liabilities, it’s pretty bleak. Participant’s confidence
that their pension will provide a reasonable standard of
retirement is at an all time low. More so, COVID-19 amplified
how pension models aren’t built for today’s mobile workforce
who can change their hours week by week.
Gone are the days of working 20 years for the same
company and accessing your retirement nest egg when you
leave. The current Defined Benefit pension model doesn’t
work, and Dutch law makers are now ready to create change.
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Welcome to the new world
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From pension entitlement
to pension expectation
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At face value, the income gaurantee of Defined Benefit pension models may seem
attractive but in reality there are winning and losing generations. For example,
older generations that did not get indexation (periodical increases to reflect the
increased costs of living) were left with smaller pensions than those that did.
Likewise, today younger generations cannot rely on their future being covered by
exisitng pensions knowing how it’s looking for their baby boomer parents.
People want to have more control over their individual retirement outcomes and
Defined Contribution (DC) pension models are the way forward. The Dutch market
is now following countries such as Italy, Spain and Ireland with two pension versions
loosly attributed to the DB model as part of the new pension reform. From as early
as 2023, individuals will now shoulder more responsibility when it comes to their
pensions and old DC pensions products will be run as closed books.
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“It is always interesting to see
what people think about financial
advice and if it is also in line with
the responsibilities of pension
funds. For me this is obvious,
because it is necessary to make
people aware of their financial
situation and helping them to
make good decisions.”
David Kronbichler, Business Manager, Ortec Finance
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How Dutch pensions are changing:
Defined Benefit (Old)

Solidary Defined Contribution (New)

Flexible Defined Contribution (New)

The employer makes contributions, plus takes
on the investment risk and responsibility for
ensuring that there is enough money in the
investments to fund retirement payouts.
Long term investments but limited by low
coverage ratio

Both employer and employee make
contributions that are invested over time into
a collective investment fund. The individual
is allocated and assigned a portion of that
total amount (this changes based on complex
calculations) that will be their pension payout.

Both employer and employee make
contributions that are invested over time to
provide a retirement payout for the individual.
The payout is dependent on the investment
decisions of the individual.

Mitigation of investment risk

Long term investments but limited by low
coverage ratio

Long term investments with maximum
mitigation opportunity

Long term investments

Communication

Dependency on interest rates and investment
returns unclear

Clear expectations

Clear expectations

Transparency of investments

Low

Low

High, look through investment accounts

Risk appetite

Focused on ensuring guarantee

Unclear

Direct questionnaire to members

Flexibility

No

Limited

Potential fit personal financial planning

Prudent person

Stakeholder management older and younger
members

Stakeholder management older and younger
members

Guard interpretation by members of choices

Description
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THE TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGE

Offering pensions
at unprecedented scale
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The Dutch pension reform creates a range of situations that will need to be solved. At the time of writing
this guide, some pension providers (along with their trusted consultants) believe that enhancements to
existing systems will cater to these.
In truth, no one will know until the regulation takes effect, but we do know that systems will need to
handle the unprecedented scale of millions of individual pension accounts and the various transactions
that go with them. It’s likely that legacy systems won’t make the cut.
•
•

So how to move forward and turn new regulation into a growth opportunity?
How to keep up with changing mandates as regulation plays out?

•

Who will win in capturing the DC Dutch market which is estimated to reach €10 trillion by 2030*?

*Source: The Indifi Consultancy Report, 2020
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The answer is simple
Those who prepare early and are willing
to modernise their IT ecosystem will win.

Adaptability
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
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3 pension IT competencies
you must have
It all starts with scoping the right IT. Here are the top 3 competencies you should be
investigating with pension solution providers vendors in response to the new Dutch
pension reform.
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Scalability

Control

#1
Report 2022
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To date, many social partners have not indicated which of the new DC
models (Solidarity or Flexible) they may offer participants. In response
providers will need to build, test, and offer both models to meet
timelines and expectations.

#2

As we observed with PSD2, regulation can be delayed and often
involves last minutes adjustments. Providers should seek hyperconfigurable not customizable IT systems. This allows them to remain
agile in their response to regulation tweaks.

#3

Over time DC portfolios will grow and DB portfolios will be
grandfathered. Providers should aim to have all processing and
administration capabilities on one platform. This will ensure one
customer view, better tracking of portfolios and the ability to create
new pension propositions in the future.

Why?
Adaptability
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“There are still a lot of
unknowns regarding the
actual implementation of the
pensioenakkoord. As a pension
provider do you choose an
evolutionary approach, meaning
small steps forward or the
revolution approach?”
Jan Marten van Seijst, Pension & Income Director, Yellowtail
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How to set-up your IT:
• When building your DC Solidarity and Flexible products try to utilize similarities
instead of creating two separate products. For example, with Ohpen, TKP
Pension built a base product for their DC Flexible offering, then added a capital
administration module on top of this to create their DC Solidarity offering.
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• Ensure that you have configurable settings across workflows, calculations, fund
types, fees, costs, geographies, client segments, transfer and payouts (to name a
few). This gives multiple ‘levers’ to use in response to last minute regulation tweaks.
• Upgrade to a modern pension solution provider platform that integrates with your
existing systems as opposed to building enhancements on top of old systems to
cater to DC models. A vendor with a modern platform should be able to migrate
existing records (in minutes not months) to their platform, and should be able to
interface with existing systems via advanced API’s. In return, operations can be
automated and cost efficiencies of up to 40%* can be realised.

*Ohpen client survey data, 2022
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#1
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#2
#3
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The DC Flexibility and Solidarity models turn existing pension set-ups on
their head. Providers will have to shift from behemoth collective pension
portfolios that are highly customized, to offering millions of individual
accounts that are tailored to participant’s needs.

On top of point one, each individual account will have different orders,
transfers, contributions and payouts with multiple account events
happening throughout the days, weeks, and months. Manual processes
such as monthly bulk ordering, allocating and rebalancing will not work
with the sheer volume of transactions.

Greater pension responsibility for individuals also means pension
providers will be expected to show live data of pension performance.
How do you serve insights and recommendations to millions? The only
way forward is with the right IT partner.

Why?
Scalability

#1

The new pension reform will increase the volume of events to be reported
upon tenfold and in some cases monthly reporting may need to shift to a daily
frequency. If not controlled with the right checks, monitoring and reporting,
pension providers run the risk of having thousands of accounts needing
corrections or investigation.
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#2
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Individual participants will demand transparency if errors and corrections are
undertaken, and this will mean pension providers need to have the controls in
place whereby they can explain situations easily,

Control

How to set-up your IT:
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• Reconcile by exception: technology has advanced in many ways and gone are
the days of checking every line item. Instead, set reporting to bring exceptions or
edge cases to your operational experts for assessment. A good pension solution
provider vendor will have a library of readily available business rules to help
streamline your monitoring and reporting.
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• Get hyper detailed: whether it was a query from 2 days or 2 years ago, the ability
to record, track and trace every interaction and event at an account, individual
and pension fund level is now required. This can equate to millions of events,
which is why having one system for old and new set-up is important.
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The proof is in the build
Learn how the Dutch pension reform sparked a new dawn
of digitization for TKP Pensioen.
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TKP PENSIOEN CASE STUDY

Major pensions administrator now live with
400,000 accounts live on Ohpen’s platform
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A staggering 3.7 million Dutch people and 22 pension providers rely on
TKP’s services. These providers include industry and company pension
funds, premium pension institutions and a general pension fund. From
horticulturists and security guards to drivers and ICT specialists, major
pensions player TKP therefore works indirectly on behalf of a wide range of
Dutch consumers every day.

TKP was also looking to free up its employees from cumbersome manual
input that was needed at the time for its self-built internal processes. The
company has always taken a customer-first approach, yet managing these
manual processes had been expensive and slow. Any rare, small error meant
that TKP shouldered the responsibility, costs and time to ensure 100%
customer satisfaction.

Due to this complex B2B2C model (from pension administrator to pension
provider, to participant), TKP needed a best-in-market cloud solution to
focus specifically on investment administration for pensions. TKP has a
largely self-built system which previously lacked an automated connection
with the asset managers working for their clients. The system’s various
components ranged from employer and participant administration (CRM)
and a payments module, to portals for employers and participants.

The end result would facilitate more face-to-face time and liaison between
TKP experts and clients, with Ohpen’s platform helping provide endconsumers with greater control and transparency of their pension in
response to the new regulation. By investing more in its tech and software,
TKP could paradoxically add a stronger human touch to its client offering.

Partnering for the future
Ohpen’s deep understanding of TKP’s business meant it knew exactly where
the missing gaps and challenges remained within TKP’s IT procedures,
developing tailored means of solving them. Ohpen demonstrated
its commitment to the partnership by strategically investing in
its solution to bridge TKP’s process requirements.
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The project involved processing and upgrading
complex internal workflows, enabling TKP’s
investments processes to be fully managed by the
Ohpen cloud-based platform. These procedures lay
across CRM (including opening and closing accounts,
changing a participant’s risk profile etc) and core
activities (such as ledgers and financial administration).
One key challenge faced by TKP – reflecting the wider
industry – involves dealing with bulk volumes of transfers. Yet
the tight working partnership between Ohpen and TKP enabled
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a productive process to flourish, moving the transfers smoothly from a
monthly to a daily system. In fact, while TKP and Ohpen’s successful
business relationship goes back to preliminary talks in 2018, the
project itself was implemented smoothly and rapidly from
official kick-off to final migration. Design and development
took little over a year, with the first migration of TKP’s
clients taking only three months.
“We really teamed up to make this transformation
possible. It often called for honest conversations and
some occasionally tough negotiations – but Ohpen
was always ready to ensure results that suited our
aims, which had our customers at their crux. By utilising
Ohpen’s software for our processes and integrating it
with our wider IT landscape, we could remain confident that
our investment procedures would be regulation-compliant too.”
– Paul Everloo, CEO, TKP

Reaping the benefits of the
investment

• Straight-through processing (100% automated)

TKP will be able to run existing portfolios as a closed book, along with Dutch
flexible pension contracts, all from the Ohpen platform, ushering in better cost
and data efficiencies all round. And as to the issue of bulk transfer volume –
Ohpen’s solution for TKP migrated 1.6M transactions in 90 minutes with no
back-office support required. Today the partnership continues with over 37M+
transactions processed on Ohpen’s platform during a period of just 8 months
into production.

• Interfaces with existing participant/admin portals

“We knew beforehand that the project would be a success – and the hard work
put into it on both sides makes us proud. Yet the end result so far has been
better than expected. From one day to the next, we feel much more in control of
our processes, knowing that there is no difference between our administration
procedures and that of the investment partners our customers choose. We look
forward to continue migrating more of our clients onto the Ohpen platform.” –
Paul Everloo, CEO, TKP
ohpen.com

• 500+ life cycle models

TKP now uses Ohpen’s tech on a daily basis, with processes ticking over faster,
smoother and with minimal incidents. The rapid shift from a monthly cycle to a
daily investment process has created flexibility, less peak usage during a few
days at the start of the month, plus more use of spare capacity of systems and
employees during the rest of the month. This has enabled staff to dedicate more
of their focus to supporting and advising their customers.
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Ohpen’s Investment and Pension Capabilities

• Solidary & Flexible DC ready
• Full functionality across all portfolio lifecycles
• Advanced REST API’s

• Cloud hosted SaaS technology
• Compliant with regulation

Where to from here?
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Like any deadline there are key dates and milestones to keep in mind. As of 2021/2022
it has been proposed that the new pension reform will be live by 2027. Pension
providers should aim to implement system changes by 2023 to allow for migration,
testing and to ensure their existing portfolios are running smoothly in advance.
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As a fully compliant, reliable and compliant pension solution run from the cloud,
Ohpen is here to help you with your IT transformation and ensure as little disruption
as possible. In fact, we believe in full transparency which is why we’ve shared how our
architecture works on a functional level below.
For more information or to discuss your pension IT strategy, contact us on:

info@ohpen.com
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Ohpen’s pension solution is built for all 3 IT competences
- adaptability, scalability and control
The following 2 pages outline how our platform can support new regulation pension needs
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Preferred partners:
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About Ohpen
Ohpen is a financial technology provider that offers modern
core-banking capabilities for mortgage, loan, saving, investment
and pension products. Using Ohpen’s SaaS-based platform
and advanced API’s, financial providers can modernise their
banking IT, streamline operations, create end-to-end digital
banking experiences, reduce IT costs, evolve with changing
regulation and much more.
Ohpen’s proven track record of delivering next generation cloud
technology combined with their 300+ domain experts have
helped ambitious brands across Europe such as TKP Pensioen,
Aegon, Knab, Robeco, Link Asset Services, CMIS, de Volksbank,
LeasePlan Bank and more optimise their IT set-ups and create
future focused banking experiences for their customers.
Headquartered in Amsterdam, and with offices in Antwerp,
London, Barcelona, Bratislava and Zilina, Ohpen gives financial
providers the freedom to create.
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Ohpen actively works with a range of implementation and solution partners to ensure
our clients get the best set-up to power their financial products. Two of which we work
with for pension clients are:

